Slovak Army Training Center Lest
Jakub High Rise Building
Unnecessary standard residential
building has been modified for special
forces training. Inside the house there
is the possibility of a shooting in all
directions using automatic weapons
with real ammunition caliber 9 mm
Luger, 5.56 x45 with a soft core bullets
and shotgun cal. 12/70. Some rooms
are resistant against bullets from sniper rifle 7.62 x51 NATO and are equipped with moving targets.

Safety is ensured by covering the walls of hard steel and anti-ricochet panels made of recycled rubber

The rooms can be allowed to
enter the rappelling from the
roof, in other cases windows are
covered by a bulletproof window
shutter

The walls of the rooms are protec- The rooms can be equipped
ted by ballistic only where neces- with portable bullet traps
sary. At some places the ballistic
protection of sliding along the
wall

Hallway are fitted with the same ballistic protection as the rooms

Some rooms are equipped
repeated breachable doors,
which are designed to train
the technique of forced
entry. Allow forced entry in
several ways.

Electrical and communication
equipment are also protected
against bullets
The roof of building is reinforced by the airdrop of the special
forces and is adjusted for their
rappelling on the facade and
forced to rooms.

At the training center was in May 2010 International Sniper Workshop NATO armies. One challenge
was shooting from the roof and the windows of the building to the windows of another building on the
remote controled moving targets.
Sniper position on the roof and windows

Three teams of army sniper

Position of remote control targets

Computer (PDA) operating for remote control
of the target device and hits control
Trolley for two type of Target Lifting Device (TLDr and CTLD)
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